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LINEAR MONOTONE OPERATORS AND WEIGHTED BMO

LAI QINSHENG

(Communicated by J. Marshall Ash)

Abstract. In this paper, the linear monotone operators, which include the

well-known Hardy operator and Riemann-Liouville fractional integrals, are in-

troduced. A necessary and sufficient condition for them to be bounded from

a Banach function space into a weighted BMO is given, and their compact-

ness in some particular cases is studied. Meanwhile, the embedding properties
concerning the weighted BMO are investigated.

1. Introduction

In order to generalize the Hardy operator defined by

(1) Tf(x)= j" f(t)dt,       x>0,
Jo

many authors introduce some classes of Volterra operators and study their
weighted norm inequalities. For example, in [2] Bloom and Kerman consider
the operators of Hardy type defined by

(2) Tf(x)= f' <t>(x,y)f(y)dy,
Jo

where kernels <f>(x, y) on R+ x R+ with the following properties:

(i)  <f>(x,y)>0 if x>y,
(ii)   <j>(x, y) is nondecreasing in x and nonincreasing in y,

(iii)   <p(x, y) ss 4>(x, z) + <p(z, y) if y < z < x .

The symbol V means the ratio of the two sides is bounded between absolute
positive constants. Simultaneously, in [10] Stepanov investigate the Volterra
convolution operator K given by

(3) Kf(x)= fk(x-y)f(y)dy,
Jo

where the kernels k satisfy the conditions:

(i)  k(x) > 0 is nondecreasing on (0, co),

(ii)  k(x + y)< D(k(x) + k(y)) for all x, y e (0, oo).
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The weighted norm inequalities for (2), (3) have been characterized on weighted

Lebesgue spaces. In this note, we introduce a more general operator including

the F and K above, give a necessary and sufficient condition for its bound-

edness from general Banach function spaces into weighted BMO, and study its

compactness in some particular cases. Meanwhile, we discuss the embedding

properties concerning the weighted BMO which are intrinsically interesting.

2. Boundedness and compactness

We start with some necessary notation. Given an interval (A, B) in real

line Rx (finite or infinite), let (X, v) be a Banach function space on the mea-

sure space ((A, B), vdx), where v(x) is a weight function on (A, B), i.e.,

nonnegative locally integrable with 0 < v(x) < oo a.e. We omit mention of

the interval (A, B) concerned, since it does not cause ambiguity. The defini-

tion of Banach function spaces and their general properties can be found in
[1, pp. 1-30], however, we would like to point out that it includes common

Lebesgue spaces Lp 1 < p < oo, Lorentz spaces, and Orlicz spaces with or

without weights.
For given (X, v), its associate space (X', v) is given by

(X', v) = < g: g is measurable,

(4) ll*Hx',„ = sup   /   \fg\vdx:feX,  \\f\\x,v<l
Ja

-sup     j   fgvdx :feX,  ||/||x,«<l   <ool;

(X', v) is also a Banach function space. The following properties of Banach
function spaces (X, v) axe needed for our argument:

(5) 0<f<g   implies   \\f\\x,v<\\g\\x,v,

(6) BI/lllx..-ll/Bx..;

(7) [B\fg\vdx<\\f\\x,v\\g\\x>.v
Ja

for every / e (X, v) and g e (X', v).
Suppose w(x) is a weight function. The weighted BMO (see [6]) is defined

by

(8)

BMOu; = < /: / is locally integrable,

\\f\U,w=        SUP        t—  /    \f(x)-(f)w,{a,b)\w(x)dx<Oc\ ,
[a,b\C{A,B)°-a Ja J

where (f)wAa,b) = (l/w(a, b))tffwdx with w(a,b) = tfwdx. For a
measurable set E, \E\ is its Lebesgue measure, w(E) = JEwdx, and xe
denotes its characteristic function. When w(x) = 1, we shall omit the index

w in the notation BMOw and its norm.
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Let F be a operator which maps the appropriate functions on (A, B) into

the functions on (A, B). We say T is monotone if Tf(x) is monotone when-
ever / > 0. For a given operator T, its adjoint operator T* is defined by

(9) /   Tf(x)g(x)dx= f  f(x)T'g(x)dx
J A J A

for all integrable g(x) with compact support in (A, B).

Theorem 1. Let w,v be a pair of weight functions and (X, v) be a Banach

function space.   Suppose T is a linear monotone operator, and for [a, b] c
(A, B) set

fxw- fbw
(10) GwAa,b)(x) = {t;a-a)w(a,b)W{x)^^{x)-

Then

(11) ||F/||,^<C||/|U,,

holds for all f in (X,v) if and only if

(12) sup        -"-s-i = / < oo.
\a,b)C{A,B) V x,v

Furthermore, for the best constant C in (8), we have

(13) J<C<4J.
Proof. Sufficiency. For any function g and [a, b] c (A, B), it is obvious that

1      fb
J^J   \g(x)-(8)w,{a,b)\w(x)dx

(14) * (b-a)l(a,b) [ [ "<*> - *OOI»GO«M^
2     /"*

-~b^aj   ^{x)-(g)w,ia.b)Mx)dx.

If g(x) is monotone, say increasing, then we have

rb     rb

\   \   \g(x)-g(y)\w(y)w(x)dydx

= [g(x)-g(y)]w(y)w(x)dydx
J a   J a

rb    rb

+ [g(y)-g(x)]w(y)w(x)dydx
Ja   Jx

(15) fb I"   rx ,6     1
= /   g(x)w(x) \     w -      w   dx

rb   F   rb rW

+      \     gw -      gw  w(x)dx

= 2      g(x)w(x) \      w -      w   dx.
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Similarly, we get

/    /   \g(x)-g(y)\w(y)w(x)dydx

= -2 /   g(x)u;(x)    /   to - /   tu   </x
Ja Ja Jx

when # is decreasing.
Combining (14)—(16) and (10), we have, for / > 0,

1      fb
■frZnj    \Tf(X)-(Tf)^Aa,b)\w(x)dx

(17) <2  [   Tf(x)GwMM(x)dx =2  \  f(x)T*GwAa,b)(x)dx
Ja Ja

It follows from the Holder inequality (7) that

I*f(x)rGwAa,b)(x)dx <\\f\\x,v   T*Gw'{a>b) </||/||x,v
J A v X'.v

Therefore, for / > 0, / e (X, v), we obtain

Iir/|L,W< 2/11/11*,,,.

For general / € (X, v), write f = f+ - f~ , where f+(x) = max{0, f(x)} .
It follows that

\\Tf\U,w<\\T(f+)\U,w + \\T(f-)\\.,w

<2J(\\f+\\x,v + \\f-\\x,v)<4J\\f\\x,v.

Conversely, assume ||F/||»>U) < C||/||*>t;. For any [a, b] C (A,B), it
follows from (17) that

/  f(x)T*GwM,b)(x)dx <C||/||x,«
Ja

for all / > 0, / e (X, v). Taking supremum over all / > 0, ||/||x,t; < 1,
one obtains

T*Gw,{a,b) < c.

V X',v~      '

hence J <C. The proof of Theorem 1 is complete.

It is obvious that the operators given by (2) and (3) both are linear monotone
operators, and the special case of Theorem 1, when F is the Hardy operator

defined by (1), has been obtained in [4].

Theorem 2. Suppose T is a linear monotone operator satisfying that

(18) Tf(x) = 0on(A,R] whenever supp/c [R, B)      (Re (A, B)).
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If the operator PRf = T(fX(A,K\) is compact from (X, v) into BMO^, for every

Re(A,B), then T is compact from (X, v) into BMOu, if and only if both
(12) and

(19) JR=      sup       rGw'{a'b)X{R,B) -0   asR -+B.

[a,b]C{A,B) V x,v

hold.

Proof. Sufficiency. Let TRf = T(fx(R,B)) ■ Then T = PR + TR. Since also TR
is a linear monotone operator from (X, v) into BMO^ and T£g = X{R,B)T*g,
it follows from Theorem 1 that

\\TR\\<4JR^0   as R^B.

Therefore, T is compact from (X, v) into BMO™ .

Necessity. We only need to verify (19), if (19) is not true, then there exist an
e > 0, ./?„-> B, and [a„, b„], such that

T*GwAqntbn)-X{R„,B) >£,

u X< ,v

therefore, for every n , there is a gn > 0 with ||g„||x,t; < 1 such that

fb" e
(20) /    T*GwAaiiybn)(x)x{Rn,B)(x)gn(x)dx > =.

Ja„ z

Let fn(x) = gn(x)X[a„,b„](x)X{Rn,B)(x). Then ||/B||x,t; < 1- Select a sub-

sequence from {/„} by induction: nx = I, and nk+x is chosen such that

R„k+1 > xnax{R„k, b„k} (k = 1, 2,...).

For every pair k < s, observing that R„s > b„k and fHs = 0 on (A, R„s), it

follows from (18), (17), and (20) that

l      rb"k
II Tfnk -Tfn,\\*,w> r-—  /        | Tfnk (x) - ( Tf„k )w, (a    , b   ) \W (x) dx

°nk ~ "nk Ja„k

[b»k e

>   /     T*GwAank>bnk)(x)fnk(x)dx >x,
Ja„k ^

which implies that T is not compact from (X, v) into BMOu,. This completes

Theorem 2.

The first important example of linear monotone operators is the Riemann-

Liouville fractional integrals (see [5, 9]) defined by

(21) Taf(x) = ^—f(x-ty-xf(t)dt,       x>0,a>l,
F(a) Jo

and then
i     r°°

T:g{x) = r(ajJx C-*)0"1^')^-

When a = n is a positive integer, we have

m\ r*r <^-ri        ,„, _ w(a, x)w(x, b) „      . ,
(22) lx GwMM(x) - GwAab)(x) - tb_a}wl(ltb} X[a,b)(x)
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and

(23)        Tn'Gw<la,b)(x) = GnwMM(x)= I Gnw-\ab)(t)dt       (n>2).
J x

Furthermore, if w(x) = 1, a simple calculation shows that

(24)
'0, x 6 (b, oo),

(b-x)"[2x-(n+l)a + (n-l)b]

(n + l)\(b-a¥ ' L  '   J'

G"'{a'b){X) =     („+ 1)1(6-a)2«* " x)"^ - (" + l)a + (» " »)*]

- (a - x)n[2x + (n - l)a - (« + 1)6]},

xe(0,a).

In this case, Theorem 1 can be rewritten as follows (cf. [7]).

Theorem 1'. Let AC{n~X)(A, B) = {/: /(n_1) is absolutely continuous in

(A,B), and f(A) = f'(A) = --- = fC-x\A) = 0}. Suppose the set {/(B):/e
AC(n~X)} is dense in (X, v). Then

ll/IU,«<C||/W||x..

holds for all f e AC<>n-V if and only if

Gn

sup        -±-lJ- = J < oc.

[a,b]C{A,B) V x>v

Moreover, for the best constant C, there is the estimate J < C < A J.

It is obvious that Theorem 1' gives some sufficient conditions such that

the weighted Sobolev space concerning (X, v) is continuously embedded into

BMOu,. We shall omit it.
The other example is a Volterra operator given by

Tf(x) = 6(x) I" f(t)o(t)dt,        x>0,
Jo

where <5(x) and o(x) axe prescribed functions satisfying local integrability and
| e (X', v) respectively (see [3]). It is obvious that

/•oo

T'g(x) = o(x)       g(t)8(t)dt.
Jx

In addition, we assume 5 and a are weight functions and 8 is increasing.

Then T is a linear monotone operator. Applying Theorem 2 to this operator,

we obtain a criterion for its compactness.
A Banach function space (or a normed function space) (X, v) is said to

have absolutely continuous norm if, for every f e (X, v) and any sequence of

measurable sets {En} with E„ —> 0 a.e., the equation

lim \\fXEn\\x,v=0
n—+oo

holds.
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Theorem 3. Suppose T is defined as above and 5 is bounded. Assume (X', v)

has absolutely continuous norm and ||io||oo < °° ■   Then T is compact from

(X,v) into BMOu, if and only if

(i)

/=      sup        rGvMth) <Qo

[a,i]C(0,oo) V x,v

and

(")

T T*GW Ia b\
JR=      sup       --r^-LX{R,oo)        ->0,    as R-* co.

[a,fr]C(0,oo) V x,  v

Proof. According to Theorem 2, it is sufficient to prove that TRf = T(fX(o,R\\
is compact from (X, v) into BMOu, for every given R > 0. Indeed, suppose
{f„} is a sequence in the closed unit ball of (X, v), we have

\TRfn(x)\ < S(R)  - for any n and x e [0, R]
V   X' ,v

and

\TRfn(x)-TRfn(y)\<8(R)  ?-x[x,y]
V X' ,v

for any n and 0 < x < y < R. Since ^ e (X', v) and (X', v) has ab-

solutely continuous norm, {TRf„} is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous.

By use of the Arzela-Ascoli theorem it contains a subsequence which is uni-

formly convergent on [0, R] and, furthermore, on [0, oo), because TRf„(x) =

*(x) Jo* fn(t)a(t) dt on (R, oo). Note that

(25) U/Iku, < 2|MUL/"ll=o,
if IMIoo < oo; the corresponding subsequence is convergent in BMOu, • The

proof of Theorem 3 is complete.

When 8(x) = o(x) = 1, the previous T is the Hardy operator defined in

(1). For the Hardy operator, we can remove the prescribed condition a/v =
l/v e (X', v) in Theorem 3. Indeed, we have

Theorem 4. Suppose T is the Hardy operator defined in (1). Assume (X', v)
has absolutely continuous norm and ||i/j||oo < oo. Then, T is compact from

(X,v) into BMOu, if and only if

(i)
Gx

J =       sup 'K ' ' < 00,
la,b)C{0,oo) V x,v

(ii)

T W,(a,b) r, n
Jr=      sup       —'f—LX{R,co) —0,    as R — oo,

[a,*]C(0,oo) V x>v

and

(iii)

jr=      sup       -^^-X{o,r)        -0,    asr^O,
[a,b]C{0,oo) V x, v

where GlAaJ>)(x) is defined in (22).
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Proof. Sufficiency. It is enough to prove that, for given R > 0, TR is compact.

For any 0 < r < R, write TR = PR,r + Pr with Prf = T(fx(o,r)) and PR,rf =
F(fX[r,R]) • Since J < cc implies X[r,R]/v e (X', v) for any 0 < r < R < oo,

the argument similar to that used in Theorem 3 shows PRr is compact. On

the other hand we have ||Fr|| < 4Jr; therefore, TR is compact.

Necessity. We only need to verify (iii). The procedure is nearly the same as
that in Theorem 2 for proving that the compactness of T implies (19). We shall

only mention the difference. In this case, we select subsequence by nx = 1, and

nk+x is chosen such that r„k+l < min{r„k, a„k} (k = 1,2, ...). Then, for every

k < s, Tf„s(x) = C„s = jb"! fn,(t) dt on [a„k ,b„k]. Hence, it follows that

\\Tfnk-Tfns\U,w

> h      * / "* \T(fnk-fns)(x) - (T(fnk-fns))wA       b   )\W(x)dx
Onk ~ Gnk Ja„k

1 /■*"*
= I-—  /        I Tfnk (x)~(Tfnk)w , {a„k ,b„k)\w(x) dx

o„k - a„k jank

> ["kT*GwAank,bnk)(x)fnk(x)dx >\.
Ja"k

The proof of Theorem 4 is complete.

A function / in a normed function space X is said to have the continuous
norm if for every x e (A, B) and e > 0 given there exists a 8 > 0 such that

WfX[x-r,x+r]\\x < e, whenever 0 < r < 8 .

In [4] we proved that, if Hardy operator is compact from a Banach function

space (X, v) into BMO, then for every given 0 < r < R < oo the function

X[,-,R]/v has continuous norm in (X', v). Thus, the argument in Theorem 4
shows:

Theorem 4'. Suppose (X, v) is a Banach function space. Then the Hardy op-

erator is compact from (X, v) into BMO if and only if:

(i)

/=      sup        ^Li£^ <oc;
[a,b]C{0,oo) "" x,v

(ii) for every given 0 < r < R < oo, the function X[r,R]/v has continuous
norm in (X', v);

(iii)
Gx

Jr=      sup U(a'b)X(o,r) ->0,    asr^O,
la,b)C{0,co) V x,^

and
Gx

Jr=      sup l'{a'b)X{R,oo) ->0,    asR-> oo,

[<2,6]C(0,oo) V x,v

where G\ ,a b)(x) = (b - x)(x - a)X[a,b](x)/(b - a)2 is defined in (22) with

w(x) = 1.
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Theorems 4 and 4' are the improved versions of our previous compactness
criteria in [4].

3. Embedding properties concerning weighted BMO

In Theorems 3 and 4, the condition ||u;||oo < oo just guarantee the inequality

(25). Hence, when we try to generalize this condition, a natural problem arises,

that is, whether ||tu||oo < oo is necessary for ||/||»)U; < CH/Hoo . More gen-

erally, given a function space X, under which condition is X is continuously

embedded into BMOu, ? And how about the inverse embedding? The following

theorems treat these questions.

Theorem 5. The inequality \\f\\*,w < C||/||oo holds for all f e L^, if and only
if IMIoo < oo • Furthermore, for the best constant C, ||w||oo = C.

Proof. Sufficiency. Suppose ||tu||oo < oc. We shall prove ||/||, w < ||ti>||oo for

all feLoo with ||/|U<1.
For every interval [a, b] c (A, B) given, without loss of generality, we may

assume (f)w^a,b) > 0. Otherwise, we consider -/. Then (-f)w^a,b) > 0

and

rb rb

j   \f(x)-(f)w,{a,b)\w(x)dx= j   \- f(x) - (-f)w t(aM\w(x)dx.
J a J a

Write / = /+-/-, where /+ = max{/(x), 0}. Let Ex = {x e [a, b]:

/(*) > (f)w,{a,b)}, E2 = {xe[a,b]:0< f(x) < (f)w,{a,b)}, and E3 = {xe
[a,b]:f(x)<0}. Then

/    \f(x)-(f)w,{a,b)\w(x)dx
Ja

(26) = f (f+-(f)w,{a,b))wdx

+  /   ((f)w,(a,b)-f + )wdx+  j   (/- + (f)wAa,b))'Wdx.
Je2 Je3

If w(E2) + w(E3) < w(Ex), it follows from (26) that

/    \f(x)-(f)w,(a,b)\w(x)dx
Ja

= \  f+wdx+ /  f+wdx+ /  f'wdx
Jei Je2 Je3

(27) +(w(E2) + w(E3)-w(Ei))(f)Wt{a,b]-2 [ f+wdx
Je2

< /  f+wdx+ /  f+wdx+ /  f~wdx
Je\ Je2 Je,

= f \f(x)\w(x)dx<\\w\\oc(b-a).
Ja
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When w(E2) + w(E$) > w(Ex), the right side of (26) is

/   f+wdx- /  f+wdx
Je> Je2

+ /  f~wdx + w(a,b)(f)wMM-2w(Ex)(f)wMM

(28) 3 b

< /  f+wdx- /  f+wdx+ /   f~wdx+      fwdx
Je, Je2 Je3 Ja

= 2 \  f+w dx < 2w(Ex) < w(a, b) < ||w||oo(6 - a).
JEi

Combining (27) and (28), we have ||/||*,u> < Halloo» whenever ||/||oo < 1 •

Necessity. We need to prove that ||/||.,w < C||/Hoo implies ||io||oo

< C. Assume ||io||oo > C. Then there exists e > 0 such that

|£| = |{x e(A,B): w(x) > (I + 2e)C}\ > 0.

On the other hand, there is a [a, b] c (A, B) satisfying

\[a,b)nE\>^.

We can divide [a, b]r\E into two disjoint subsets F, (/ = 1, 2) with w(Ex) =
w(E2). Let

f(x) = Xei(x) - Xe2(x).

Then fw,{a,b) = 0, and

M«..wZ-g~J \f(x)-(f)wAa,b)\w(x)dx

_w(EiUE2)      1+26

This is a contradiction. The proof of Theorem 5 is complete.

Theorem 5 gives not only a necessary and sufficient condition for L^ to be

continuously embedded into BMOu, but also the exact estimate for the best
constant C, which improves the well-known estimate (25). Replacing L^ by

BMO, we have

Theorem 6. The inequality ||/||.,u> < C||/||. holds for all f e BMO, if and
only if ||tu||oo < oo. Moreover, for the best constant C, ||if||oo <C< 2||u;||co .

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that ||/||*,u; < C||/||.  implies ||iu||oo < C.

Assume ||tu||oo > C. Then there exists 0 < e < 1 such that

\E\ = \{x e(A,B): w(x) >C/(l-e)}| > 0.

Meanwhile, there is a [a, b] c (A, B) satisfying

\[a,b]nE\>(l-e)(b-a).

We can divide [a, b]C\ E into two disjoint subsets F, (/' = 1, 2) with equal

measure. If w(Ex) < w(E2), let f(x) = Xe^x) . Then, noting that tell. = \
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for any measurable set E C (A, B) with positive measure (see [8]), it follows
that

||/lk.>T~- /       \f(x)-(f)w,{a,b)\w(x)dx
o - a jEiue2

w(Ex) w(Ex)       .   ,_.        ._
'—+(b-a)Ma,b){W{E2)-a{E')}

>fEJl>cm-
If w(Ex) > w(E2), let f(x) = Xe2(x) , A similar argument shows that

"»••"£ £§+w^h)(w{Ei)-w{m) > C|l/Il~

This is a contradiction. The proof of Theorem 6 is complete.

Conversely, we have

Theorem 7. The inequality \\f\\, < C\\f\\*,w holds for all f e BMOu,. if and
ordy if Halloo < oo. And, for the best constant C,

I   I      <C<2   I      .
4      W     OO W     CO

Froo/ It is sufficient to prove that ||/||» < C||/||,iU, implies ^I^Hoo < C.

Assume it is not true. Then there exists an e > 0 such that

\E\ = \{xe(A,B): l/w(x) > 4C + e}| > 0.

Let f(x) = Xe(x) . Then

1      fb
l-Zr^J   \f(x)~(f)w,{a,b)\w(x)dx

_ 2w([a, b]nE)w([a, b]nEc)     2w([a,b]nE)        2

(b-a)w(a,b) ~       (b - a)       _4C + e'

Therefore,

i = ll/||.<C||/||.)W<^.

This contradiction completes the proof of Theorem 7.

Combining Theorems 6 and 7 shows that BMO is equivalent to BMOu, if
and only if the weight function is bounded above and bounded away from
zero. However, usually, BMOu, cannot be continuously embedded into another

function space, if || 1 ||jr > 0. Conversely, we have

Theorem 8. Suppose X is a linear normed space which consists of functions on
(A,B) and contains all simple functions. If X has absolutely continuous norm
(see the definition before Theorem 3), then X is not continuously embedded into

BMOu, except w(x) = 0 a.e.

Proof. Suppose w(x) ^ 0. Let I(x, r) = [x - r, x + r]. According to Lebesgue

differential theorem, there exists Xo € (A, B), such that

lim ry.-rr   / W(x) dx = W(X0) > 0.
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For every 7(x0, r), choose cr satisfying w(x0 - r,cr) = w(cr, x0 + r) =

\w(I(xo, r)). Let

fr(x) = X[xo-r,cr](x) - X{cr,x0+r](x).

Then \\fr\\x —> 0 as r-+0. However, since (fr)w,i{x0,r) = 0, we have

\\fr\U,w > .,. v.   / \fr(x) ~ (fr)wJ{Xo,r)\w(x)dx

= T,       >■ /        w(x)dx^w(x0)>0   (asr^O).
*(X0, r)\ Jl{x0,r)

The proof of Theorem 8 is complete.

Remark. The other weighted BMO is defined by

BMO"' = J /: / is locally integrable,

||/||? -        SUP        -1-j-  f |/(X) - (f\a,b)\dx < col ,
[a,b]C{A,B) W{a, D) Ja J

which corresponds to the weighted Loo defined by

LZ = {/: / is measurable, ||/||£ = \\fMU < oo}.

All arguments in this paper are still available if BMOu, is replaced by BMO™ .

However, we would like to point out that the estimates for the best constants

in Theorems 6 and 7 will be improved. That is, we have

Theorem^. The inequality \\f\\? < C||/||, holds for all feBMO, if and only
if || 1/toHoc < oo. Moreover, the best constant C is equal to \\l/w\\oo .

Theorem 7'. The inequality \\f\\, < C||/||™ holds for all f e BMO™, if and
only if ||io||oo < oo. And, for the best constant C, !l|u>||oo < C < \\w\\oo ■

On the other hand, all theorems in §3 hold also in more general cases, for
example, in high-dimension Euclidean spaces.
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